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Everything you need to know about the protection and efficacy of cosmetics and cosmeceuticals.
This updated and expanded edition offers you the facts you should protect yourself as well as
your family from possible irritants, confusing chemical brands, and the exaggerated claims of
gimmicky additives. A drug? A nutrient? It’s becoming more and more difficult to inform the
difference with the aesthetic companies combining the three.s Dictionary of Cosmetic
Ingredients.even though cosmeceuticals (cosmetics that purport to have druglike benefits) have
skyrocketed right into a multibillion-dollar industry. Therefore before you slather on that “wrinkle-
reducing” cream or swallow a “everything ranging from hair shampoo to shaving cream, bath
lotions to Botox– With 800 new elements within toiletries, cosmetics, and cosmeceuticals–s in
your wellbeing and beauty products with A Consumer’ And unlike with food additives, the FDA
has small control over what goes into the merchandise that claim to make you look more
beautiful– Is it a cosmetic?vitamin, come across out what’skin-rejuvenating”A Customer’this
alphabetically organized guide evaluates all of them, and includes targeted information for
children and for folks of color.s Dictionary of Aesthetic Ingredients is more indispensable than
ever to anyone who cares regarding the health of themselves and their loved ones.From the
Trade Paperback edition.
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Very useful and practical guidebook to understand the elements in t=any ..Manufactures use and
combine 40letter word's to cover what the ingredients really are saying..probably the best one
on the market however - would like to know when there is a better one to use for estheticians :)
A must have for anyone who cares about what they are putting on and within their bodies You
will discover yourself looking up almost everything in this book, and you will be surprised at a
number of the incredibly useful information you find. Excellent timing I was so excited to
understand this updated book I have series 4 Two Stars Now what I thought it could be but
plenty of information ... whether it's good or bad for you, and what it had been derived from,
that is your book. This one simply stated what they are, not whether you desire it on your skin.!I
really like this book and incredibly happy I purchased it. Im sure you have no clue what the FDA
deems acceptible in what most of us buy ! A MUST HAVE If you just read 1 lable, say favourite or
kids hair shampoo bottle ingredients you'll flip.. In your bottle you will see SULFATES....! Thats
barely plenty of to try n fix what ur shampoo just did.SULFATES WERE ORIGINALLY ONLY FOR
"STRIPPING GREASE & Many thanks. Good addition to teaching Aesthetics Bought this for my
wife to make use of in her teaching of Aesthetics, very informative Good book!3-5 kinds even in
gentle,no tear,hydration,ALL of em.! Thise 30 min or all nighters do more, though most are led to
believe different. Edta, in everything, its the main ing in EMBALMING FLUID (for the dead).
Adding more soon. Even more bubbles &foamy suds isn't better fo u than SULFATE Free of
charge unless ur a greasy, gunky, grungy engine that you will be washing. Read n see. You Gotta
Have It! LOVE DICTIONARY OF COSMETIC INGREDIENTS. YOU GOTTA OWN IT! I began with the
3rd edition and I must note that the revised version is packed with additional information.!.
Everything You Need To Know, About What Your Putting On THAT PERSON and Skin.Is THE
FOLLOWING, In This Book! Accurate.! Ull flip n like me get a little upset that OUR FDA, USA
APPROVES AN INCREDIBLE NUMBER OF INGREDIENTS IN FOOD N BEAUTY N Even more WHERE
OTHER COUNTRIES Have got BANNED THEM FOR YEARS!So You Can Understand What Your
Putting On YOUR SKIN LAYER and If YouCould End up being Allergic, To a Certain Ingredient...
Just Knowing, ALL OF THE InformationIs Amazing..In addition, Super Shipping With Amazon. But I
feel that it could have been better.much less detailed as I expected as an esthetician I don't feel
it says more than enough about each ingredient that i've found so far... Very helpful and
practical instruction to understand the elements in t=any aesthetic product. This is very relevant
to skincare and beauty specialists since it helps sort out what's what. It is great to be able to
choose and customize which items to utilize as well a get yourself a feel of the grade of the
products. That is helpful nowadays that each other product touts having this or that and perhaps
it doesn't even affect you. Companies use advertising ploys to get people to purchase but this
publication is a helpful device to look out of the BS and become a savvy buyer. It's an instant
reference guideline to any organic or man made cosmetics ingredients. Has very much detailed
information That is definitely the go to book for just about any ingredients in cosmetics. Even
offers you info on 100 % natural ingredients. If you own one of the earlier versions it's worth the
upgrade. Extremely basic Very basic. Paula's choice provides an equivalent on-line and it's free
and Actually a bit better because it provides ranking on the ingredients. You will likely find
yourself wanting to buy a copy for everyone you understand with allergies or sensitive skin. Was
hoping for something more comprehensive.Any CONDITIONER can only function/absorb in your
hair for 5min. Very descriptive about anything i have to know in my facial or body items super
pleased to have ! If you need to understand what's in your hair
shampoo/soap/lotion/toothpaste/vitamin supplements/etc... find this publication is very ideal for
people who'd prefer to learn about ingredients I find this book is quite helpful for people who'd



like to find out about ingredients. 2 Days. It does the job.GUNK FROM TRUCK ENGINES "Its in
your TOOTHPASTES. Five Stars Nice dictionary Two Stars honetly its missing alot of things that
are in and obtainable in today's cosmetics, lotions etc.
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